SCHEDULE OF UNDERGRADUATE UNITS

Explanatory Introduction
Descriptions of all Bachelor Degree units of study offered in 2004 are given on the following pages. There is a description of each unit offered in 2004, as listed in the Schedule of Undergraduate Units. Some units are not offered in 2004, but that the University intends to offer in a later year, are also listed.

The Unit Descriptions include the following information:

Unit Code and Name
The codes are abbreviations for a discipline or subject area, plus a number. Refer to the list of identification codes preceding the Schedule of Undergraduate Programs.

Credit Points
The number of credit points attainable for the unit is shown.

Names of Staff Members
Wherever possible, the names of staff members in charge of particular units are included. However, the appearance of a particular staff member’s name in relation to any unit indicates that he or she is the person to whom enquiries about the unit should be addressed, and not necessarily an indication that he or she will teach that unit.

Class Contact Hours
Some Departments give the class contact hours for their undergraduate units in the unit description.

Unit Designation
Details of unit designations are given in the Schedule of Undergraduate Units.

Prerequisites
Details of prerequisites are given in the Schedule of Undergraduate Units.

Corequisites
Details of corequisites are given in the Schedule of Undergraduate Units.

NCCW (Not to Count for Credit With)
Details of NCCW are given in the Schedule of Undergraduate Units.

When Offered
Details of when units are offered are given in the Schedule of Undergraduate Units. If a unit has a composite mode (‘c’) offering, details of teaching arrangements are given in the description wherever possible. Students are advised to check details with staff in charge of the unit.

On-campus Sessions
Details of on-campus sessions (for external units) are given in the Schedule of Undergraduate Units.

Compulsory Requirements
If a unit includes compulsory excursions or field trips, details are given in the description. Some Departments give details also of practical/laboratory requirements.

Selection of Units of Study
Although undergraduate students are required to register in a Division that reflects their major interest, they have the opportunity to broaden their intellectual horizons by including, in their degree programs, units of study in disciplines significantly removed in content and methodology from those offered in their Division of registration. Students are encouraged to take advantage of this opportunity.

Many such units are on offer. They do not carry specialised prerequisites and may be taken by students who do not wish to initiate a formal program of study in the discipline concerned, but only to enrich their educational experiences.

Students are advised to consult the Schedule of Undergraduate Units and the accompanying unit descriptions.
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Online Undergraduate Units

A large number of units are available online, either wholly or in part. Most are listed on the Macquarie University Online Teaching Facility at http://online.mq.edu.au/. Others can be found on Department web sites. For more information about a particular unit, contact the unit convenor.

These units might have a variety of online components, such as unit outlines, course materials, lecture recordings, learning activities, simulations, quizzes, email and group discussions facilities. Depending on the nature of the unit, the online components might be either compulsory or optional extras.

Most units also provide electronic access to Library materials at http://www.lib.mq.edu.au/resources/reserve.html.
Guide to Undergraduate Units

Units within the Schedule of Undergraduate Units and the Unit Descriptions have been ordered alphabetically according to the Department or Division that is offering the unit. The list below provides a guide to the order in which they appear.

Accounting and Finance, Department of
Actuarial Studies, Department of
Ancient History, Department of
Anthropology, Department of
Asian Languages, Department of
  Chinese
  Japanese
Biological Sciences, Department of
Business, Department of
Business Law, Department of
Chemistry, Department of
Christian Studies Institute, Macquarie University, see Macquarie University Christian Studies Institute
Computing, Department of
Contemporary Music Studies, Department of
Critical and Cultural Studies, Department of
Early Childhood, Institute of
Earth and Planetary Sciences, Department of see also Physical Geography, Department of / Earth and Planetary Sciences, Department of
Economic and Financial Studies, Division of
Economics, Department of
Education, School of
Educational Studies, Australian Centre for
Electronics, Department of
English, Department of
Environment, Graduate School of the
Environmental and Life Sciences, Division of
European Languages, Department of
  Croatian
  European Languages
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  German
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Geography, see Human Geography, Department of; Physical Geography, Department of; see also Earth and Planetary Sciences, Department of
Health and Chiropractic, Department of
History, see Ancient History, Department of;
Modern History, Department of
Human Geography, Department of
Human Geography, Department of / Physical Geography, Department of
Indigenous Studies, see Warawara, Department of Indigenous Studies
Information and Communication Sciences, Division of
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Macquarie University Centre for International Communication
Mathematics, Department of
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Modern History, Department of
Music, see Contemporary Music Studies, Department of
Philosophy, Department of
Physical Geography, Department of, see also
Human Geography, Department of / Physical Geography, Department of
Physics, Department of
Optoelectronics, see Physics, Department of
Politics and International Relations, Department of
Public Law, Department of
Society, Culture, Media and Philosophy, Division of
Sociology, Department of
Statistics, Department of
Warawara, Department of Indigenous Studies
Women’s Studies, Institute for